The ‘common’ bagpipe - today, across the world, this is surely the Great Highland
Bagpipe [Pakistan alone has £6.8 million industry in 2010].
Today’s popular Highland piping lore seems to imply that this has always been the
case.
Recent research, though, has suggested that up to the last decades of the 18th
century, there were actually very few ‘highland’ bagpipes in circulation, most of
them belonging to the higher levels of ‘gentry’ who, as patrons, ‘loaned’ them to
their piper.
I get the impression that, having adopted the bagpipe sometime in the early 16th
century as an alternative to the harp, the highland aristocracy began a process of
‘elevating’ the instrument - what one bard called ‘this southern upstart’ - separating it off from its colloquial cousins, creating for it a role in what Hugh Cheape
called the ‘clan panegyric’.
The Great Highland Bagpipe as we now know it, he suggests, was created in the
last quarter of the 18th century and adopted as an archetype in the first quarter
of the 19th century.
One final marker for this ‘adoption’ was perhaps the Highland Society’s Edinburgh competition of 1821

The Common Bagpipe
At the Annual competition of the Highland
Society of Scotland held in Edinburgh in
1821, James Budge from Caithness was
refused permission to take part because
he proposed to perform on the ‘common
bagpipe’.

Budge’s instrument was bellows-blown and had its drones in a common stock.
What I hope to show today is that this instrument was indeed ‘the common
bagpipe’ throughout the 18th century and to suggest that it had been so from
at least the last quarter of the 17th century.
At the same time, I will suggest, outside of the highlands, the ‘highland’ bagpipe
was either unknown or totally misunderstood, remaining cloaked in the mystery
of the ‘wild highlanders’ until the emergence of the Highland Society and the
introduction of pipers into the British army.
As evidence, I will work my way back through the 18th century, presenting first
a selection of cartoons from the British Museum collection, followed by a
group of images from earlier in the 18th century, and concluding with a
remarkable group of paintings from the end of the 17th century, which will
challenge many of our preconceptions of piping in Mainland Britain.

My first cartoon is from 1799 ‘The deliverance of Europe or union with
Ireland’; Prime Minister William Pitt and War Secretary Henry Dundas play
for John Bull.

But a closer look reveals something unexpected: Under his left arm, Dundas [a
Scotsman, of course] has a bellows. What he has in his mouth is not a blow-pipe
but a ‘chanter’.

A cartoon from 1783; Lord Mansfield [a Jacobite Scot, here playing for Charles
Fox and Lord North to dance the ‘Coalition Minuet’]
A set of pipes equally as fanciful as those of Dundas; but notice again the ‘bag’
under the right arm.

A detail from a 1786 cartoon of Charles Fox addressing his constituents in
Orkney. Even when we might reasonably expect a highland bagpipe, we see,
though poorly realised, a common-stock set of drones.

Stepping a little further back in the century, a period when English politics was
dominated by Scotsmen, here is John Stuart, the Earl of Bute [the first Scottish
Prime Minister of Britain, though no longer in office in 1774].

Bute’s pipes close-up can be seen to be a not unreasonable attempt at what today
we would call a ‘lowland or border’ bagpipe; drones in a common stock and
bellows-blown. This artist was clearly more familiar with these pipes than others
had been with ‘highland’ pipes.

Piper Bute again, in 1773, playing while government members dance on state
papers and documents; Lord North dances on the “National Debt”; King
George III puts in an appearance at the right

Again, a credible set of ‘lowland’ pipes

From the same period, The Earl of Bute, Lord North and Lord Mansfield dance
the ‘Thistle Reel’, the piper this time being the Devil himself.

A surprisingly convincing depiction of a ‘lowland’ bagpipe, with bellows.

The Highland Manner
In a description of the chapel at Rosslyn, James
Tytler wrote
“upon the capital of the first pillar there are cherubs
playing on musical instruments, one particularly on
the bagpipes in the Highland manner, by blowing
with the mouth’
[from the Gentleman and Lady’s Weekly Magazine,
Edinburgh, July 1774]

It wasn’t only in London that the common bagpipe was bellows-blown.
In Edinburgh, James Tytler clearly thought it necessary to point out to his
readers what he meant by the ‘highland manner’; in 1776 in the Encyclopedia
Brittannica Tytler produced what was probably the first description of the
‘Lowland Bagpipe’– in fact, this was probably the first appearance in print of the
term ‘lowland bagpipes’.

This is the heading of a broadsheet ballad titled ‘The Political Bagpiper’ published in 1762 – it is a satire on the supposed relationship between the Earl of
Bute and the German mother of George III [who is here shown playing the
fiddle while his mother plays the ‘German’ flute].
Images such as this, made in London before the 1770’s, rarely if ever reveal any
real knowledge of bagpipes, relying mostly on reproducing the efforts of earlier
artists; nevertheless the pipes are almost always, like these, clearly bellows-blown.

The likely originator of the Earl of Bute’s pipes in the previous picture is
Hogarth who produced several similar depictions, one of the finest being in The
Election Dinner of 1756.

The detail shows that these pipes, like the Earl of Bute’s, are not mouth-blown.
It’s worth noting that, whilst European bagpipes of a similar, though mouthblown, pattern are often depicted, I know of only one in which the drones are
held horizontally across the arm.

Hogarth’s subscription ticket for his painting ‘The March to Finchley’, dated
1750. Is that a pair of bellows below the pipes?. It’s clear that even though
Hogarth was not concerned to depict a bagpipe accurately, he nevertheless
repeated certain features- no blow-pipe and horizontal drones.
However, we do have several more convincing images of pipers in Edinburgh
from the same year.

This is ‘The Bagpiper’ by Paul Mercier, painted in Edinburgh in 1750. Mercier
visited Edinburgh and painted portraits of several of the local ‘Beauties’. Note
the ‘Scottish’ bellows shape;and the two drones of typical ‘border’ design.

In the same year the young English painter Paul Sandby was in Edinburgh
sketching the pipers he encountered on the streets.

This is a detail of a print described as ‘after Paul Sandby’; Sandby’s contribution
is a depiction of Dunstaffnage castle; I suspect both the ‘frame’ and the piper
have been added by the engraver, who, when he tried to represent a ‘highland’
bagpipe, had to resort to earlier sources; some of you may be able to detect the
source he used.
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The Highland Piper 1743

One particular occasion on which a highland piper was seen and depicted in
London was the famous ‘Black Watch Mutiny’ of 1743 – this image accompanied a contemporary account of the incident.
Interestingly, the one thing the image has right is the bag under the right arm,
which seems to have been the norm until the mid-18th century. Otherwise it is
clearly derived from another famous piper, as Hugh Cheape pointed out

The source: Bloemart’s much-copied piperorignally painted in Holland in the
1620’s.

The same image of the highland piper, with minor adjustments, was reproduced
in 1786 [Grose’s ‘Military Antiquities, asc N.C Goodnight] and in 1863 in
Murray’s ‘History of the Scottish Regiments. The implication here is that in
London throughout the 18th century, the ‘Highland Piper’ was a mystery,
rumoured but only rarely seen, and ripe for all sorts of invention.

Bellows pipes, on the other hand, seem to have been well-known and pretty well
understood, even by cartoonists..
This engraving is dated 1770; it was re-introduced by James Merryweather some
years back and Clive Matthews has shown that theimage was popular enough to
be reproduced in a number of formats, including a ceramic one.
There are three names beneath the engraving, that of Johnson, who was the
engraver, Robert Sayer, who was the publisher, but who was the third, Hemskirk? The answer was to lead eventually to some serious challenges to our
notions of ‘Scottish’ piping.

In researching the name ‘hemskirk’, I found this painting, the work of Egbert
van Heemskerk [various spellings]
Paul Roberts [who was unfortunately unable to be here today] established
conclusively that there were two Egbert van Heemskerks; the elder arrived in
England from Holland in 1674, bringing with him the notion of ‘genre’ painting.
He died in London in 1704. The younger, his son, was also a painter in his early
years and initially copied much of his father’s style and subject matter; in later
years he developed his own style which laid the foundations for the English
‘cartoon’.

Here are a selection of the paintings Paul attributes to the younger Heemskerk;
painted in London some time between 1700 and 1710. The later ones, such as
this, suggest that the artist gradually moved away from the more informed
pictures of pipes painted by his father.

The detial shows the ‘splayed’ drones characteristic of many of the younger
Heemskerk’s pipes. Artist and illustrator Joel Stewart suggested that this ‘splaying’ may be an artistic devicerather than representation of any real configuration.

Here the drones are less splayed and the piper seems to be singing along with his
audience, a common feature of many of these paintings.

This drawing, of which Paul located a number of versions, shows clearly both
the splayed drones and the lack of blowpipe – there is even what may be an
elbow strap for the bellows. Note the similarity of the other figures with those
in the ‘Music Club’ engraving; this had been a favourite theme of the elder,
whose paintings were almost all indoors.

Perhaps one of the earliest of these works by the younger Heemskerk, more
closely related to his father’s style – indoors and with less-dramatically splayed
drones.

We are here back with the elder Heemskerk– the piper shows all the signs of
being a real person.
It was Jeroen Groot who sent Paul this photocopy of a photograph; Groot was
the first to notice the importance of Heemskerk’s pipers and alerted Ernst
Schmidt to them. Schmidt commented on them briefly in passing but did not,
as far as we are aware, publish any of them.

“Why thou Sot thou, dost thou talk of Love, and
say thou hast no Pox; why I will not give Six
Months purchase for an Estate during the term
of thy Natural Nose!
I shall live to see thee snuffle worse than a
Scotch-Bag-Pipe that has got a flaw in the
Bellows”
(Thomas Shadwell, from his play ‘The Humorists’,
1671)

I have to thank Keith Sanger for first pointing me to this quote. From this it is
clear that bellows-blown pipes were familiar to London playgoers in the 2nd half
of the 17th century. It’s worth remembering that the term ‘Scotch’ in such
contexts often means no more than ‘northern’ and has can have connotations
of ‘rustic’ or even simply ‘primitive’.

I’ll finish with another piper from the Elder Heemskerk. Michael Holgate found
this one last year on the web. As you can see, it is the same piper as the one I
showed earlier, and in much the same stance, but a different tavern.
Basing his opinion on detailed analysis of clothing styles, Paul proposes that
these pipers of the Elder Heemskerk date from the period 1680-1690.

These pipes match pretty much what we would now call ‘lowland’ or ‘border’
pipes;
We might be forgiven for thinking that the pipers we have seen are painted
versions of Shadwell’s Scotch-bag-piper
Not so, Paul says. These pipers are wearing the distinguishing cloak of an
English musician, the ‘badge’ that displayed their ‘official’ status as musicians, an
essential garment in the days of the Vagrancy Act, and common up till the end
of the 17th century. [the younger Heemskerk’s pipers do not wear these cloaks].
These, says Paul with conviction, are English pipers.

Heemskerk’s paintings were all done in the region between London and Oxford,
apparently depicting rural settings, probably around 1680-90.
It seems that this ‘common’ bagpipe was far more ‘common’ than anyone has
previously imagined. If Heemskerk’s paintings represent a real aspect of piping
culture then the Thames Valley must be included the ‘Lowlands’ and the ‘border’
over which ‘border pipes’ were spread at various times, covered an area from
Oxfordshire to Caithness
In the questions that followed the presentation, Jan-Pierre van Hees introduced
me to a depiction of a set of bellows-blown, common-stock bagpipes which he
said dated from 1603 in France. I hope to follow this up and report back in a
future issue of Common Stock.

